IN July 1918 Strauss and Globus
I and shortly thereafter Ribbert,2 reported a type of cerebral neoplasm which grew verv rapidly, which was made up of undifferentiated glia cells, and which was termed by them ' spongioblastoma.' In August 1925, the former -riters3 reported a new group of sixteen cases showing the same embryonal undifferentiated glia pictures, which they now called ' spongioblastoma multiforme ' in distinction to the ' medulloblastomas ' of Bailey and Cushing.4
The present case also began acutely, progressedl verv rapidly to a fatal termination (within fifty-three (lays) and at autopsy revealed a spongioblastoma, the size of a hen's egg. Histopathologically, this single case shows all the pictures previouisly described, i.e., giant cells, rosette-formation, glandular appearance with radial arrangement of cells and circular cell arrangement round blood vessels.
The body of the tumouir is highly cellular, very vascular and in the main of ectodermal character. The cells are either pyriform or round and show little cytoplasm ; the nuclei are well stained and contain numerous coarse granules. Elongated cells are also present, as well as numerous giant cells containing many nuclei peripherally placed. We wish to lay stress on the manner of invasion of normal tissuie and the formation of rosettes.
The tumour advances in a pseuidopodium-like manner ( Fig. 1 ), engulfing and then completely surrounding areas of normal brain tissue as well as blood vessels. In advance of the invading tuimour there are numerous areas of colloid degeneration (Figs. 1 and 2 ). From the sides of the pseudopodia offshoots are seen. The cells in the sides of the invading pseudopodia are arranged in parallel fashion (Fig. 3) . When viewed closely, there are areas where the most advanced part of a pseudopodium has joined a neighbouring similar part and has formed an alveolar gland-like structure, which still retains the parallel cell arrangemenit. It is in this way that a rosette is formed. Another manner of rosette-formation is easily understood by imagining a ORIGINAL PAPERS pseudopodial offshoot cutt in a plane horizontal to that seen in Fig. 1 . Since the cells are polarized towar(ds the normal tissue and also towards the core of the offshoot, rosette-formation must oceur on cutting it aeross near its apex. Later, glia fibres are seen to arise and converge towards the centre, which then breaks down an(l finally gives rise to an area of degenerationl (Fig. 4) .
The cells in the pseudopodium-like advancing tumour are always polarized in the direction of growth, i.e., their longest diameter points in this direction (Fig. 3 ). This polarization recalls that seen in embryonic connective tissue. 
23$)
. Miller Kahn of Lebanon Hospital.) Caloric examination was difficult as the patient did not cooperate well. However, it was shown that responses in the horizonital positions were normal. On Jtuly 23, he becanie very drowsy and feeble. A subtemporal decompressioni was done, but he die(d a few hours after the operation -as terminated.
Aecropsy : Limited to braini onily. There was some increase in the size of the ventricles, ai(l hemorrhage at the sight of de(ompressioni. inicision revealed a subeorti(cal tuimouor,brownish tinged in colour, the size of a hen's egg, situated in the right temporoparietal region. It was firmer in consistencv than the surrounding brain tissue, and appareintly encapsulated.
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